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ABSTRACT

invest in speed-enhancing technology, because when a profitable
trading opportunity manifests on an ETV, among the participants
competing to capture that opportunity it will be the fastest participant that succeeds in doing so, because that participant’s order
will reach (and be processed by) the ETV first. These seemingly
miniscule increases in speed—and recent evidence suggests that
nanoseconds may separate the ‘fast’ from the ‘slow’ [13]—are of
course an artifact of the (ever increasing) speed at which computers
and computer networks operate.2
What seems to be an implicit assumption in the works of economists on this ‘arms race’ is that the ETVs implementing these
continuous markets are themselves ‘fair’. Much like the conclusion
‘the fastest runner in a race will win it’ implicitly assumes that the
race itself is fair, i.e., none of the runners in it are receiving a headstart or getting to run a shorter track, the assumption is that the
software system that is the ETV is capable of ensuring participants
receive market data updates sent by it at the same time, and that
order messages are ultimately processed in the same (temporal)
ordering in which they were received by it.3 Unfortunately, and
as is described in detail elsewhere [6, 12–14], it is a non-trivial
engineering undertaking to ensure ETVs are fair in this regard.
Indeed, over the past several years controversies pertaining to this
form of fairness on major ETVs worldwide have been the subject
of significant coverage in even mainstream media [14].
The question this paper seeks to address is whether or not an
ETV implementing a continuous market can ever truly be fair,
where the form of fairness under consideration is that analogized
earlier with a running race. If the answer to this question is ‘no’
then besides strengthening the recent position of economists that
continuous electronic markets are ‘bad’ [5, 9], it would also seem
to have important policy implications since there is a large, multijurisdictional body of law seemingly requiring this form of fairness
in financial markets [14]. The novelty of the arguments made in
this paper for batch-style markets in pursuit of fairness is that

Most of the world’s financial markets are electronic (i.e., are implemented as software systems) and continuous (i.e., process orders
received from market participants immediately, on a FIFO basis). In
this short position paper I argue that such markets cannot provide
‘racetrack fairness’ to their participants, yet this form of fairness
seems to feature quite prominently throughout the large, multijurisdictional body of law governing financial markets. What seems
to follow from this is that electronic batch-style markets are not
only a desirable replacement for continuous ones—as a number of
economists have recently argued—but a necessary replacement.
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INTRODUCTION

Electronic trading venues (ETVs) are widely-deployed software systems that, on a daily basis, facilitate the exchange of trillions of
dollars in the world’s financial markets [14]. These ETVs can be
characterized on the basis of whether they implement a batch- or
continuous-style of market [10]. In the former order messages received by the ETV are subject to the deliberate imposition of delays
after their receipt by the venue, so a batch of such orders can first
accumulate, and later be jointly processed by the venue; in the
latter orders are processed by the venue immediately upon their
receipt—so serially, in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner.
Economists, in noting that most of the world’s financial markets
are both electronic and continuous, have recently identified what
many perceive as a problem of fairness in these markets.1 In particular, they have described a technology ‘arms race’ among market
participants where massive and ongoing investments are being
made solely in pursuit of ‘speed’, and worse, to attain seemingly
only miniscule increases in it [4, 5, 9, 20]. It is, of course, the FIFO
processing of continuous markets that are causing participants to
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expressed herein do not constitute legal or investment advice and do not
necessarily reflect those of the author’s employer.
1 References to those who perceive this as a problem of fairness are cited elsewhere
[14], but ultimately their collective perception of it boils down to what has been
termed ‘(in)equality of outcomes’ [1]. The outcomes seem unjust because only the
largest market participants can afford to make the massive investments in speedenhancing technology required to capture profitable trading opportunities, leaving
smaller participants disenfranchised.
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In this context speed is units work performed per unit time. If work is held constant,
and a technological advancement (e.g., as predicted by Moore’s Law) causes speed to
double, then the time taken to perform the same unit of work will halve. Under this
regime—if speed is measured in units time—it doesn’t take long for the meaningful
scale of measure to go from milliseconds to microseconds, to nanoseconds. In light of
this math one must wonder about the wisdom in the concern that these increases in
speed are only miniscule.
3 A lengthier exposition of this analogy appears elsewhere [12], but to summarize:
(i) variance in the sending times of market data updates by the venue to participants
correspond to headstarts, (ii) variance in order processing times by the venue which
cause violations in the FIFO discipline correspond to varying lengths of racetrack,
and (iii) the time taken for a participant to respond to their market data update with
an order corresponds to that participant’s speed (and maximizing this speed relative
to other participants is the ‘arms race’ described by economists). It is the sum of the
times taken for (i), (ii) and (iii) then that determine which participant wins a race for a
trading opportunity on an ETV, and it is this sum that makes clear the relationship
between the works of economists on this ‘arms race’ and the form of fairness addressed
in this paper.
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they apply even in this age of co-location—where all participants’
trading systems can be placed in the same datacenter as the ETV.
Historical arguments made to the same end are weaker because
they have required participants to be geographically distributed and
thus subject to differing propagation delays in their transmission of
data to and from the ETV [8, 23]. Further, if one subscribes only to
the dictum of equal opportunity of access in financial markets [1],
in light of co-location these historical arguments may not pertain
to fairness at all.
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Figure 1: An architecture for guaranteeing FIFO.
are equally matched if they have all made the same investments
in speed-enhancing technology (so are all equally as fast as oneanother). Thus fairness in tie-breaking here means each equally-fast
participant competing for the trading opportunity should receive
exactly one lottery ticket for it and thus have an equal probability
of being allocated it.
In light of the preceding discussion of what racetrack fairness
means in the presence of ties and indivisible resources, consider now
the ETV of Fig.1 that has been architected to guarantee FIFO order
processing (as in the styles of [6, 7]). In the figure, the computers of
market participants P and P  send orders to the computers of the
ETV hosting its order gateways components G 1..n via the ETV’s
network switch S. Each such gateway G i then forwards those orders
to the computer hosting the ETV’s corresponding matching engine
component Mi again via S. Each Mi performs FIFO allocation of
trading opportunities to orders, and the totality of the financial
instruments that trade on the ETV are partitioned across M 1..n .
Except for in S—where its output to a single physical link can
cause a total ordering of packets that did not exist at its input from
distinct market participants via multiple physical links6 —all other
components of the ETV are implemented so as to each individually
guarantee FIFO in their own processing.
What should be clear of the ETV in Fig.1 now is that it is the
network switch S that has exclusive responsibility for tie-breaking
when two or more orders are received by the ETV at the same time.
The question of fairness thus becomes one of whether the switch,
in performing that tie-breaking, is capable of assigning one lottery
ticket per participant per trading opportunity. In the general case
the answer to that question is very likely ‘no’ because switches are
general purpose networking devices that do not have knowledge of
application-level data (i.e., each specific trading opportunity, each
participant, and their individual orders)—rather they are designed
to operate only at lower-levels in the OSI model of the network
stack (i.e. to only have knowledge of things like ports and packets).
Perhaps worse than the switch acting as arbitrator of ties though
is the serialization of messages that must occur on each participant’s
physical link to the ETV. When this serialization is considered in
combination with the observation that a single event can sometimes
trigger races among participants for a plurality of different trading
opportunities, the likelihood of the ETV in Fig.1 providing fairness
diminishes even further. To understand why, consider a participant
seeking to capture the entire plurality of opportunities indicated
by a single event. To do this the participant will need to send at
least one order for each opportunity, and consequently will end

WHY CONTINUOUS ELECTRONIC
MARKETS AREN’T ‘RACETRACK FAIR’

Responsive to massive and ongoing increases in order traffic sent
by electronic participants to ETVs—and so as to ensure consistent and small response times in processing those orders—software
engineers have historically architected ETVs to parallelize the operations they perform [14]. An exposition of this style of ETV
architecture and its consequences is provided elsewhere [14, §IIB], but what is important to note here is that this architecture is
a major cause of the racetrack unfairness in our analogy. As this
problem has become more widely-known many ETVs have sought
to address it through various software changes (as later shown in
Fig.1) aimed at guaranteeing FIFO processing of orders [6][7, p.3].
If one assumes that an ETV implementing a continuous market
can ensure that each market data update is distributed to all interested market participants at effectively the same time (e.g., because
all such participants are co-located in the same datacenter as the
ETV, and all cables connecting each participant to the ETV are the
same length, media and bandwidth, and because IP multicast is
used in combination with a switch implementing the appropriate
discipline for same-time output across ports) and that it actually
processes order messages in a FIFO manner, then can we consider
that ETV (racetrack) fair? There is an argument that we still cannot,
but a prerequisite to the exposition of that argument is a discussion
of ‘tie-breaking’ when two or more orders are received by the ETV
at effectively the same time.
Since the resources corresponding to the profitable trading opportunities for which participants on an ETV compete—usually
queue position in the limit order book when price-making, and the
competitively priced bids and offers it contains when price-taking
[13]—are not infinitely divisible4 a discussion of what constitutes a
‘fair division’ of each such opportunity is required. Put another way,
if multiple orders all competing for a single (indivisible) resource
are received by the ETV simultaneously, how should we perform
tie-breaking to assign it to one of those orders? Economists have
quite extensively studied problems of this general form (see e.g.,
[3, 16]) and they have concluded that achieving fairness therein
requires the use of a ‘lottery’ to allocate the resource, and crucially
one that ensures the ‘equal treatment of equals’. In our specific
context of racetrack fairness the entities competing are market
participants (and not orders)5 , and two or more such participants
4

could send multiple redundant copies of the same order to it. This exact behavior has
been observed on a real-life ETV [6].
6 This is more generally known as output port contention. When two or more input
ports receive packets simultaneously, and when those packets are all destined for
the same output port, the switch must decide a total ordering in which to send those
packets because only one can be sent on the (single) output link at a time [19, p.103].

Even to the extent that a single trading opportunity may be divisible (e.g., because
it comprises multiple units of the instrument), treating that trading opportunity as
indivisible may result in better outcomes for all market participants [17].
5 The distinction is important because if ‘lottery tickets’ were instead issued on a per
order (and not per participant) basis, then to improve their chances of being allocated
the trading opportunity—but to the detriment of the ETV’s fairness—a participant
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One final point warrants mention. It has been shown elsewhere
that the extent to which a batch-style market achieves or approaches
‘racetrack fairness’ is highly dependent on the design of the buffering mechanism it uses to impose the delays on orders, and the
length of the delays imposed [12–14]. What this means is that the
mere classification of an ETV as being a batch-style market is not
synonymous with it providing ‘racetrack fairness’. To the extent
that the delay imposed exceeds that required to achieve ‘racetrack
fairness’ on an ETV, a minimum response time for participants is
established [15, 65], and the ‘arms race’ for speed on that venue
is abated.

up sending either a much larger (network) packet or many more
packets on his link than any other participant that is competing
for just a single one of the opportunities will send on her link.
The end result is that more active participants are disadvantaged
because serialization will cause some of their orders arrive later
at the switch (and thus later at ETV) than those of the less active
participants with which they are competing. This is contrary to
fairness because it will happen even if all the participants have
made the same investments in speed-related technology (so are all
equally fast).7

3

CONCLUSION
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When specific behaviors of market participants described in the previous section are viewed through the lens of computer networking
technology, the answer to the question of whether ETVs implementing continuous markets can be considered racetrack fair appears to
be ‘no’. The fact that all these specific behaviors have been observed
on a major, real-world ETV [13, 14] gives weight to the view that
the arguments provided here have a sound practical basis and are
not mere intellectual curiosities. The policy implication that seems
to follow is that batch-style markets are not merely a desirable replacement for continuous electronic markets (as in [5, 9]), they are
a necessary one.
An interesting question that naturally arises from this work then
is: why, if continuous electronic markets are unfair, do they remain
predominant form of financial market?8 One answer may be that
the arguments provided in this paper are not widely-known. Another may be that changes to market microstructure such as tick
size reduction on a venue may cause (market-making) participants
to compete more on ‘price’ than ‘speed’, thereby reducing the extent
of the problem on that venue [24]. Another answer may be that
many venue operators are unwilling to slow their markets from
continuous to batch-style because they derive a large proportion of
their revenue from selling ‘speed’ to market participants [4]. Yet
another answer may be that the regulatory requirements in certain
markets, such as in US equities, while requiring fairness also generally prohibit the deliberate imposition of delays on orders by ETVs
[22]. Lastly—and much like there often exists trade-offs to be made
between fairness and efficiency [2]—one must also consider the
possibility that the overall benefits of continuous electronic markets outweigh the ‘racetrack unfairness’ they cause (e.g., because
the increases in speed they have enabled have improved trading
risk management [21, p.28]).
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What may seem an easy solution to this problem—allocating a participant one physical
link for each type of trading opportunity he may compete for—is impractical for at
least two reasons. First, there are an unbounded number of distinct types of trading
opportunities, yet there are limits on the number of ports (and therefore physical links)
a commercial switch can support. Second, and to the detriment of fairness, assignment
of multiple physical links to a single participant may incentivize her to send redundant
copies of the same order message in a race for a single trading opportunity, in an
attempt to increase her probability of winning it (as has been observed in [6]).
8 As part of the exercise described in [13]—which involved the conversion of a major,
long-lived ETV from a continuous to batch-style market—feedback on this change
was sought from participants on the venue. A sentiment expressed by several such
participants, as if it were axiomatic, was that “the only fair way to process orders is
FIFO; batching is unfair". A reason for this strong negative view of batching may be
that in queuing systems in general, non-FIFO processing has been perceived as socially
unjust [11]. This perception may date as far back as 1670AD, as evidenced by the old
English proverb the early bird gets the worm [18].
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